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mination which was already fixed. And even so I am convinced that
he altered it most unwillingly. Of all the people who disliked the
Munich Agreement, Hitler himself did so most of all. That to my
mind is alone sufficient proof of the expediency of that agreement.
For once he had failed to follow his instinct, which was to overrun
Czechoslovakia in September 1938.
Nor do I even admit that the agreement in itself was so unjustifiable.
It left a bitter taste in one's mouth to accept, because of our own weak-
ness, a compromise with Nazism. But the Sudetens were Germans
and there were 3,250,000 of them in a country governed by scarcely
more than 7,000,000 Czechs. Certainly there could be no greater
conceivable folly than ever to hand them back once again to be ruled
by Czechs. So many potential fifth columnists in a small country
would be too severe a handicap on its future peace and happiness and
could only lead to renewed trouble. Inevitably the old Austrian line
of demarcation included several hundred thousand Czechs, mostly
introduced after 1920, but that is unavoidable in these frontier areas,
as the Versailles Treaty makers found to their cost in 1919 and 1920.
The only practical solution of this thorny problem would, in fact,
seem to be an exchange of populations in all such areas.
No, the Munich agreement is one of those cases in which, if I were
given the choice again, I would in no wise alter the advice I gave to
ELM. Government in 1938. I gladly accept the tide of "A man of
Munich,'* and I would certainly prefer to be that than to be one of that
band who would have recklessly plunged an unarmed Britain into war
in that year. My conscience in that latter case would assuredly never
have been clear again.
An Ambassador is a public servant, and as such does many things
which may be distasteful to him as a private individual. Consorting
so closely with the Nazis was one of them. Nevertheless, it seemed
quite obvious to me that I could not begin to work for peace on the
lines which Mr. Chamberlain had indicated unless I did so. Before
I left London I had in fact told Mr. Eden, who was then Foreign
Secretary, that after two months in Berlin I would probably be called
a pro-Nazi, that that in itself might facilitate my task in Germany, and
that I was indifferent to what people said in England so long as he, my
chief, realized that I was pro nothing except British. Certainly for the
job which I had to do, namely, to persuade the Germans to listen to
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